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1. Introduction

With the development of virtualization and network
technology, the current application is no longer installed
locally but deployed in the “cloud” side. It has entered the
“cloud computing” [1]. Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform is
not only technical integration. It integrates software
deployment, operation and maintenance into one
integrated PaaS service and submits to the developer as
SaaS model [2, 3]. It also reflects the cloud computer
operating ideas. Developers can quickly deploy, run and
scale software development on the platform without having
to build and maintain hardware or installing software middle
ware. So it can free the developer from software
deployment, operation and maintenance of software.

At present, the customization of software has become
the trend and the customization function of personalized
service is more and more popular. A large number of
research scholars have carried out researches on the
customization technology of Intelligent Traffic Cloud
Platform business function and made many research
results [4]. Such as being based on meta-data
customization technology, being based on business rules
customization technology and so on. In the practical
application, there have been many applications for
customized processes such as business process
customization, business rules customization and interface
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customization. Among them, foreign companies have
studied earlier. Such as Sales-force has long focused on
developing online customer relationship management
(CRM) Software [5, 6]; Google has also developed a large
number of online office suite, launched in the online
application services based on Google Apps PaaS service
Google App Engine; Microsoft launched a platform is both
the deployment platform and the cloud computing platform
such as Windows Azure Platform. Domestic, such as Ali
developed AEP (Alisoft ecommerce platform) platform;
Eight hundred customers developed CRM and online Office;
Servlet software introduced CServer PaaS platform.

Theoretical research, the literature based on BPEL
research SaaS application service process configuration.
Each business function contains multiple choices but
cannot be modified after the business function instantiation
[7]. In literature, a dynamic form customization model for
SaaS platform was established. It realizes the dynamic
generation of form, display customization and query
customization. In this paper, the mapping relationship
between business process and business function is
established and the custom relationship between business
group and business process is established. This paper
constructs the customization model of business process
for SaaS platform for multi-enterprise group and realizes
the individual customization of business process in the
enterprise cluster [8, 9]. In literature, a configuration model
based on component assembly and customization service
is proposed which allows users to model the service.
According to their specific business process, the service
flow is realized by defining different data association and
constraint rules based on the same service component
custom made [10]. In literature, the process of
customization of SaaS mode based on SLA Intelligent
Traffic Cloud Platform is studied. Literature based on the
Bl-PaaS platform to establish an interface customization
system that supports a variety of data sources and display
information. It achieved the data display customization,
page customization and other functions [11, 12]. Literature
classifies the configurable requirements of the SaaS
platform and studies the configurable technology
solutions[13]. Literature studied the form customization
platform for SaaS applications.

The above researches are mostly for a specific business
function of custom research. It has specific business
limitations and not from the overall business functions to
study the flexibility of customization [13].This paper on
the basis of the above study studied the flexible technology
of the intelligent traffic cloud platform business function
and put forward the flexible customization solution of the
intelligent traffic cloud platform business function.

2. Flexible Service Requirements of Intelligent
Traffic Cloud Platform Business Function

Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform as a new information
processing infrastructure model and business model has
been widely recognized. People began to pay attention

to the scientific problems behind them and the unique
core technology. So we can use cloud infrastructure more
effective, efficient, economical, quality and construction.
In addition, software and resources were put into the cloud
infrastructure and use in the form of services for
consumers. Services become the basic way to access
and amplify all kinds of infrastructure. Cloud computing
and service computing is very close, the most commonly
mentioned in cloud computing is software as a service
(SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure
as a service (IaaS). The service is the core. The recent
research on service computing also involves resource
sharing and application integration on cloud infrastructure.

Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform is a way for enterprises
to access information resources. Companies do not need
to build or deploy themselves. Through the Internet it can
be applied on demand and pay on demand [14]. All tenants
cannot use the same function to meet the needs of tenants.
This requires SaaS with flexible business configurability
and scalability, so that it can be based on user needs. It
supports the user in the application process of
personalized customization and does not affect the use
of other users. So each user only is feeling in theirs. The
specific performance of Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform
business functions flexible customization is as follows.

(1) Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform has different
requirements for specific business functions for different
users [15]. For example, in a specific area, unused
application areas have their own specific business function
requirements even with the same business order audit.

(2) Now business restructuring, business changes quickly.
Business functions face with frequent replacement
situation.

Current enterprises in order to survive in the fierce market
space must continue to adjust their business. They must
pay attention to the latest technological trends to catch
up with every step of the technological reform and
constantly optimize the industrial structure. They
constantly adjust the business process to achieve the
optimal development of business processes. Specific
Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform business function custom
structure is in Figure 1.

(1) SaaS provides application resources. It is used by
enterprises outside the cloud environment. It has the ability
to provide customized business functions. It mainly faces
ordinary users which is a new situation for users to obtain
software services. Enterprises can achieve unified
management of computing resources, unified deployment,
unified monitoring and unified backup through SaaS mode.
It can greatly improve the efficiency of enterprise
management. SaaS model has become an effective way
for the implementation of information technology in small
and medium-sized enterprises.

(2) The main user of PaaS which provides platform
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Figure 1. Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform business function custom architecture

resources is the developer. The model not only uses cloud
computing resources but also provides support for the
construction and deployment of cloud services. It is a
relatively low-cost solution and a business model that
presents the infrastructure platform as a service to the
user. It has a great attraction for the enterprises with limited
funding and IT resources and the enterprises need to
expand IT infrastructure [16]. PaaS as a cloud computing
and business platform to provide the product can provide
higher availability and scalability of application services.

(3) The users of the IaaS service model providing
infrastructure-enabled services are primarily system
administrators. In the field of IaaS, the representative
enterprises are Ali cloud, Jingdong, blue flood, net places,
UCloud, Albatron etc. It has become a part of rapid
development of cloud computing.

3. Flexible Service Solutions of Intelligent Traffic
Cloud Platform Business Function

3.1 Flexible Customization Model of Business
Functions
According to the above customization requirements, the
following flexible custom model is established and the
elements involved in the model are defined as follows.
Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform for enterprises to provide
services [17]. At the same time, enterprises can also use
the intelligent traffic cloud platform for their own subordinate
enterprises to provide services. Its roles include the role
of the platform enterprise and the corresponding role of
the enterprise.

Definition 1: Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform roles can
be represented by Rj = (URj, R_Setj), URj represents the role
of the enterprise network corresponding to the Intelligent
Traffic Cloud Platform;

R_Setj = (R1, R2,...,Rn) represents a collection of roles and  n
represents the number of roles.

Definition 2: The role of the platform in the implementation
of business function customization is required to have
specific permissions, the role of permissions can be
represent by Ai = (A_IDi, R - > Ai),

A_IDi represents the permission ID, which is used to
indicate unique permissions;

R - > Ai represents the role of the corresponding
permissions.

Definition 3: The traffic function provided on the Intelligent
Traffic Cloud Platform can be expressed in terms of Fk =
(F_IDk, F_ Nk, F_Dk),

F_IDk represents the function ID;

F_ Nk represents the function name;

F_Dk represents a specific description of the function.

3.2 Model Storage Based on XML
XML as a scalable language can further define the scope
of use and document format based on its basic syntax for
heterogeneous data between different applications
integration and data exchange. XML also allows develop
special data formats according to actual needs. XML
development program tool provides a large number of
functions to deal with XML files. File exchange is relatively
simple and it has become a standard for data exchange
between different applications. The analytical performance
has also been greatly improved [18]. So the business
function type is implemented by XML storage. Through
the business type to determine the business functions,
business functions flexible customization models are
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stored by using XML Schema. Complete business function
description information includes: Interface framework, data
objects and controls. The specific contents are as follows.

1) The interface framework mainly describes the interface
structure information and defines the location of the control,
the layout of the interface and so on in the XML file.

2) The data object is the data information corresponding
to each control. In the content display process, the
definition of how to bind the specific data into the control
need to bound with these data objects.

3) Controls: The interface frame has been defined for the
location of the control. The control of the style and attributes
are defined. These include the length of the control, line
thickness, and color and so on. The XML Schema
exported from the system contains part of the fragment
information that automatically generates the interface.
There are Text Box controls, Label controls and Combo
Box controls.

Interface generation process specific steps are as follows:

Step 1: Creating the xml schema file;

Step 2: Reading the corresponding control information on
the interface;

Step 3: Determining the type of control, establishing the
corresponding XML document elements;

Step 4: If you do not need to traverse all the controls, find
the next control, otherwise go to step 5;

Step 5: Saving the XML schema file.

XML Schema and interface conversion using LINQ to XML
technology. Client read the interface template and restore
the interface according to the interface layout and control
properties stored in the template. In the XML file where
the data is stored, one data is stored in one<element>
and the specific information is stored in <attribute> of
each field in <element>. In the process of data restore,
the value of each <attribute> corresponds to the <name>
of the control and the data in the XML file is displayed on
the client. The specific code for getting the Excel file data
table list is as follows:

 public static ArrayList GetExcelTables(
 string ExcelFileName)
 {

DataTable dt=new DataTable();
ArrayList TablesList=new ArrayList();
if(File.Exists(ExcelFileName))

 {
using (OleDbConnection conn =
newOleDbConnection(“Provider =

Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;
Extended Properties=Excel 8.0;Data
Source=
“ +ExcelFileName))

 {
try{conn.Open();
dt=conn.GetOleDbSchemaTable(OleDb
SchemaGuid.Tables,
new object[] { null, null, null,
“TABLE” }); }
catch (Exception exp){throw exp;}
the number of data tables
int tablecount = dt.Rows.Count;
for (int i = 0; i < tablecount; i++)

 {
string tablename =
dt.Rows[i][2].ToString().Trim().
TrimEnd(‘$’);
if (TablesList.IndexOf(tablename)
< 0)

 {
TablesList.Add(tablename);}}}}
return TablesList;

 }

3.3 The Model-driven Strategy Based on User Identity
There have been many studies on data acquisition software
model based on event-driven[15] and the event-driven
thinking was introduced into data acquisition-related
application software development. In this paper, we use
the model-driven strategy based on user identity and use
the C # delegation mechanism to apply the strategy to
model-driven. The flexibility of the business function of
the custom model loading starts from URj, resulting in A_IDi
and we can find the corresponding business function model
in the business function of the flexible custom model
library [18, 19]. For the general tenants of the Intelligent
Traffic Cloud Platform, only the model-driven strategy can
be dynamically loaded by user authentication. The specific
flexible custom model driving strategy model and algorithm
are as follows.

Algorithm: Flexible Custom Model Driving Strategy

Enter: Enterprise logo

Output: Business process execution results

BEGIN

Step 1: Enterprise URj login Intelligent Traffic Cloud
Platform and send the user name and password to the
cloud service platform;

Step 2: Cloud service platform complete the certification
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Figure 2. Dynamic loading model based on user identity

Figure 3. Logical diagrams of the business function table and user role table

of the enterprise’ identity. The enterprise passes the
authentication then the system jump to Step3; otherwise
the error message is prompted and exited from the system;

Step 3: Have the user role to get the corresponding
permissions R_> Ai;

Step 4: According to the authority to enter the
corresponding function custom model library and
customize the corresponding business function F_Nk by
F_IDk.

END
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4. Application and Verification

Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform provides SaaS rental
service models for multiple businesses. This needs to be
tailored to your needs. The platform also provides PaaS
service models of enterprise’s secondary development of
custom development tools. The development environment
and deployment architecture may vary depending on the
situation. This paper is simply to make a simple model
system for the verification of business function flexible
customization techniques.

4.1 Development Environment
This paper is based on NET development based. The main
development tools is Windows 7 operating system and
the integrated development environment is Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010. The development language is C # and the
database is SQL Server 2008.

4.2 Functional Verification
The Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform business
customization solution has been applied to the specific
system of business function custom module and adds
business functions and role permissions settings
according to the specific business system dynamics.
Among them, in order to ensure the flexibility of business
functions customization we need the flexible business
function custom database for design. The information in
the main table and its logical relationship is displayed by
Visual Studio 2010’s SFunction.dbml. It is shown in Figure
4.

4.3 Performance Testing
This paper uses Load Runner v8.1, an industry-standard
load-testing tool that predicts system behavior and
performance, to predict system behavior and optimize

system performance. The test object is the entire
enterprise system by simulating the actual user’s
operating behavior and real-time performance to monitor.
This paper is mainly used to test the performance of
Window resources and the average transaction response
time. According to the selection principle of performance
test, a total of four typical test points were selected. They
were shown in Table 1.

Test Scenario Description:

According to the size of the system, the five times pressure
scene test:

• 50 virtual users

The scenes of the test process are as follows:

• Pressurized Mode: Loading all users at the same time;

• Stable the Running Time: User script running 90min;

• Decompression Mode: At the same time uninstall all
users;

• Thinking Time Setting: Randomly selected for the time
recording time of 50% -150%;

• Other Settings: A complete simulation of IE browser
behavior; simulated browser cache.

In order to make the test process and test results as
accurately as possible to reflect the reality of the system
scene, the test process selected four representative
businesses. In addition, according to the preliminary
analysis, each number of concurrent users under the
conditions of the business assigned to a certain number
of virtual users. We can see Table 2.

Numbers Test points Case ratio (%) Script name

1 Function added 25% Creation_1

2 Function delete 25% Modification_1

3 Role added 25% Query_1

4 Role delete 25% Deletion_1

Numbers Test points User number

1. Function added 12

2. Function delete 12

3. Role added 13

4. Role delete 13

Table 1. Test points table

Table 2. Test Scenario and Virtual Concurrent User Assignment Table
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The report on resource usage and average transaction
response time generated by Load Runner is shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5 below, where the following figure
shows the following indicators and their specific values.

• Disk Time(PhysicalDisk_Total)

• Idle Time(PhysicalDisk_Total)

Figure 5. Average transaction response time

Figure 4. Window resource usages

• Interrupt Time(Processor_Total)

• Privileged Time(Processor_Total)

• Processor Time(Processor_Total)

Figure 5 shows that the average event response time is
around 6.5 seconds. This basically meets the performance
requirements of the software.
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5. Conclusion

This paper presents a flexible customization solution for
Intelligent Traffic Cloud Platform. This solution has been
applied to a specific business system. Different users
can flexibly customize the business functions they need
according to their own authority. System can provide
business function configuration Interface. Through various
types of configuration templates, administrators can
configure business functions without programming and
generate new features. This paper lacks research on
security issues in the customization of business functions.
So how to control the wisdom of traffic cloud platform
business function customization of the authority is the
next research direction.
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